Most organisms are hosts to a wide diversity of pathogenic microbes and other parasites, which can have severe effects on host survival or other aspects of evolutionary fitness. For example, there are 1,407 different types of parasites infecting humans [@pbio.1001989-Woolhouse1], and some of these cause infectious diseases that are leading causes of mortality (e.g., AIDS, malaria, and tuberculosis) [@pbio.1001989-WHO1]. The situation is similar for most other organisms, from prokaryotes to vertebrates. Infectious disease is therefore undoubtedly an important ecological and evolutionary force in all branches of the tree of life.

Natural selection by parasites has resulted in the evolution of a range of host defence mechanisms. The most well-known are those preventing infection or controlling parasite growth, that is, mechanisms that enhance host resistance. In animals, resistance mechanisms include for example epithelial mucus, anti-microbial peptides, phagocytic cells, and cytotoxic T lymphocytes. However, there is also another type of defence mechanism, which limits the fitness effect of parasites without preventing or controlling infection. This type of defence is known as infection tolerance ([Box 1](#pbio-1001989-box001){ref-type="sec"}).

Box 1. What Is Tolerance, and How Can We Study It? {#s1a1}
==================================================

Tolerance to parasites, or infection tolerance (not to be confused with immunological tolerance [@pbio.1001989-Medzhitov1]), is the ability of a host to limit the health or fitness effect of a given infection intensity (where infection intensity refers to the number or density of parasites in an individual host). More formally, tolerance is measured as the slope of the relationship between Darwinian fitness (or some proxy of fitness, e.g., a measure of health) and infection intensity. Such a curve, which describes how the value of a phenotypic trait (here health) changes with an environmental factor (here infection intensity), is known as a "reaction norm." The reaction norm can be estimated within an individual host, or across individuals of a given type. A host type with a shallow slope of the reaction norm has high tolerance, whereas a host type with steep slope has low tolerance. This may seem like an unproblematic definition. Nevertheless, there is often some confusion about what tolerance actually is, and how it relates to other concepts, such as "virulence." To clarify this, I will here describe one approach to untangle the different factors that may determine the effect of an infection on host health [@pbio.1001989-Rberg3].

It seems likely that host health generally decreases in some way with increasing infection intensity; for simplicity we will here assume a linear relationship ([Figure 1a](#pbio-1001989-g001){ref-type="fig"}). The virulence of an infection (i.e., the reduction in host health or fitness caused by an infection; [Figure 1a](#pbio-1001989-g001){ref-type="fig"}) depends both on the parasite\'s ability to grow in and harm the host, and the host\'s ability to defend itself. Variation in virulence is thus determined by both parasite and host factors. Moreover, both the parasite and the host can, in principle, influence virulence in two different ways: by affecting the infection intensity (i.e., the position on the x-axis in [Figure 1a](#pbio-1001989-g001){ref-type="fig"}), and by affecting the damage caused by each individual parasite (bacterial cell, virus particle, etc.) (i.e., the slope of the relationship between health and infection intensity in [Figure 1a](#pbio-1001989-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, if one, for example, is interested in genetic variation for virulence, there are four different sources of variation: host genes affecting infection intensity (resistance), host genes affecting damage per parasite (tolerance), parasite genes affecting infection intensity (often called "exploitation"), and parasite genes affecting damage per parasite (which can be called "per parasite pathogenicity" [@pbio.1001989-Rberg3]). It seems likely that several or all of these four factors will contribute to variation in virulence. Their relative importance can be determined by a fully factorial infection experiment, where a number of host genotypes are infected by a number of parasite genotypes [@pbio.1001989-Rberg3],[@pbio.1001989-DeRoode1]. If different host genotypes infected by a given parasite genotype have different infection intensities, this means there is variation in resistance ([Figure 1b](#pbio-1001989-g001){ref-type="fig"}). If different host genotypes infected by a given parasite genotype have different reaction norms, this means variation in tolerance ([Figure 1c](#pbio-1001989-g001){ref-type="fig"}). If different parasite genotypes infecting a given host genotype have different infection intensities, then there is variation in "exploitation" ([Figure 1d](#pbio-1001989-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, if different parasite genotypes infecting a given host genotype have different reaction norms, this shows there is variation in "per parasite pathogenicity" ([Figure 1e](#pbio-1001989-g001){ref-type="fig"}).

Thus, tolerance is a host trait that explains variation in the relationship between health and infection intensity. It is not just the flip side of virulence; instead it is one of several factors determining the virulence of an infection. Tolerance is best demonstrated by comparing different host types infected by a particular parasite [@pbio.1001989-Roy1]. Variation in tolerance can occur at many levels; among individuals, genotypes, phenotypes, populations, and species.

![Schematic illustration of how to separate the different host and parasite sources of genetic variation for virulence.\
Dots are individual hosts. Lines represent reaction norms for different host or parasite genotypes. a) Virulence is the reduction in health a host experiences when infected. It is a function of the infection intensity (the realized infection intensity in this case is indicated with a vertical line on the x-axis) and the slope of the relationship between health and infection intensity. b) Variation among host genotypes for resistance. c) Variation among host genotypes for tolerance. d) Variation among parasite genotypes for "exploitation." e) Variation among parasite genotypes for "per parasite pathogenicity."](pbio.1001989.g001){#pbio-1001989-g001}

Both resistance and tolerance are host traits that have evolved to alleviate the health and fitness effects of infection, but they represent two fundamentally different strategies to deal with parasites. The crucial difference is that resistance reduces the risk of infection and/or the replication rate of the parasite in the host, whereas tolerance does not (but note that tolerance can still impose selection on the parasite [@pbio.1001989-Vale1]). It is important to distinguish between resistance and tolerance because these two types of defence lead to different ecological and evolutionary interactions between hosts and their parasites [@pbio.1001989-Vale1]--[@pbio.1001989-Best1]. For example, if hosts evolve resistance, this should reduce the prevalence of the parasite in the host population. If hosts evolve tolerance instead, this will have a positive effect on parasite prevalence [@pbio.1001989-Roy1].

The study of tolerance to parasites has a long tradition in plant science, where phenomenological studies have documented extensive genetic variation for tolerance at the phenotypic level [@pbio.1001989-Caldwell1]--[@pbio.1001989-Cobb1]. More recently, tolerance has been shown to play a role in several animal host--parasite systems, e.g., [@pbio.1001989-Rberg1]--[@pbio.1001989-Howick1]. The case of simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) in monkeys provides a particularly striking example of the potential significance of tolerance in animals. In macaques---a non-natural host used as an experimental model of HIV infection---the virus replicates readily and infected animals develop AIDS. In contrast, in sooty mangabeys---one of the natural hosts of SIV---the virus also reaches high titres, yet sooty mangabeys remain healthy and do not develop AIDS [@pbio.1001989-Chahroudi1]. Apparently, the sooty mangabey, which has a long history with SIV, has defeated the threat from this virus by evolving tolerance rather than resistance. Taken together, these studies show that tolerance can also be an important component of defence against parasites in animals. However, many important questions remain to be answered to understand the evolution of tolerance.

One of the most pressing questions is, what is the genetic and physiological basis of variation in tolerance? Identifying genes and physiological mechanisms affecting tolerance is a key step to understanding the evolution of this type of defence and could also suggest novel treatments of infectious diseases. Genes involved in tissue repair and scavenging of damaging molecules produced during infection are prime candidates. Factors regulating immune responses, and thereby limiting immunopathology, likely also play an important role [@pbio.1001989-Rberg2],[@pbio.1001989-Medzhitov1]. It is important to recognize that a given defence mechanism can potentially affect both resistance and tolerance; as an example, antibodies against a pathogen will affect resistance, but antibodies to a toxin may affect tolerance instead. Infection experiments with knock-out mice and flies have identified some genes influencing tolerance [@pbio.1001989-Seixas1],[@pbio.1001989-Ayres1]. However, there is still very limited information about what genes and physiological mechanisms contribute to variation in tolerance among individuals, populations, and species.

Another key question is, how does natural selection act on tolerance? Resistance to pathogens is often assumed to not only have fitness benefits but also carry some kind of cost. Such costs have two important consequences: first, they can result in stabilizing selection for an intermediate optimum, and thereby constrain the magnitude of resistance. Second, they can lead to balancing selection that maintains genetic variation for resistance. Should we expect a similar scenario for tolerance, or are tolerance mechanisms generally less costly and therefore under more consistent positive directional selection? If the latter is true, tolerance should evolve more rapidly and have lower levels of genetic variation than resistance.

Three recent studies published in *PLOS Biology* have addressed these questions. Regoes et al. [@pbio.1001989-Regoes1] used a candidate gene approach to find genes affecting tolerance to HIV. The primary pathologic effect of an HIV infection is a gradual decrease in the number of CD4+ T cells (T helper cells), which eventually leads to the development of AIDS. The rate of decrease of CD4+ T cells is dependent on the viral load during the chronic phase of the infection. The viral load varies considerably among individuals, and individuals with high viral load generally lose CD4+ T cells faster than individuals with low viral load. It is well known that variation in viral load is partly determined by an MHC class I gene (HLA-B) [@pbio.1001989-Goulder1]. Hence, HLA-B influences resistance to HIV. Regoes et al. used data from the Swiss HIV cohort study to investigate if HLA-B also affects tolerance to HIV. They measured tolerance as the relationship between loss of CD4+ T cells and viral load. The key findings were that tolerance varied among HLA-B genotypes, and that HLA-B heterozygotes had higher tolerance than homozygotes. Interestingly, there was no significant effect of particular HLA-B alleles on tolerance. Instead, it appears to be the combination of alleles at this locus that matters. This result contrasts with the effect of HLA-B on resistance, where previous studies have identified specific alleles that limit viral load [@pbio.1001989-Goulder1]. Besides genetic effects on tolerance, there was also a significant effect of age, in that tolerance was lower in older individuals.

This is the first study to identify the molecular basis of naturally segregating genetic variation for tolerance. Identifying the genetic basis of not only resistance but also tolerance will improve our understanding of the effects of parasite-mediated selection on host evolution. MHC genes are highly polymorphic and often used as model genes for studying the evolutionary consequences of host--parasite interactions. Such studies have until now been based on the assumption that MHC affects resistance. If MHC also affects tolerance, this means there is an additional selection pressure that needs to be taken into account to explain the evolution of diversity at this gene complex. A key topic for future research is therefore to investigate the relative effect of MHC genes on resistance and tolerance. The results of Regoes et al. also have medical implications; a better understanding of the factors affecting tolerance to HIV could suggest novel treatments. Another key question is therefore to investigate the mechanistic basis of the relationship between HLA-B genotype and tolerance. Regoes et al. hint that HLA-B genotype may affect immunopathology, but the exact mechanism remains to be determined.

Jackson et al. [@pbio.1001989-Jackson1] investigated the physiological basis of variation in tolerance to macroparasites (fleas, ticks, and tapeworms) in wild field voles. They measured tolerance as the relationship between body condition and overall parasite load across individuals of different age and sex classes. In adult males, body condition improved with parasite load, whereas in juveniles there was no such relationship. Jackson et al. interpreted this as showing that adult males had higher tolerance than young ones. To identify physiological mechanisms mediating this difference in tolerance between age classes, they also measured expression of a set of immunity genes. Expression of one of these genes---Gata3, a transcription factor involved in Th2 immunity---mirrored the age difference in tolerance; Gata3 expression increased with parasite load in adult males but decreased with load in juveniles. The causal relationship between parasite load and Gata3 expression in adults was confirmed by analyses of longitudinal data. Thus, Gata3 appears to mediate the difference in tolerance between adult and juvenile males. This ambitious study is the first to identify an immunological mechanism influencing tolerance in the wild. The identification of Gata3 fits with the known role of Th2 immunity in tissue repair. However, the reason why infection has different effects on Gata3 expression, and thereby on tolerance, in different age classes is unclear.

An interesting pattern in the field vole study is that there was no overall negative relationship between host condition and parasite load. Thus, based on this measure, the relationship between field voles and these parasites appears to be commensalistic rather than parasitic. However, the maintenance of body condition in face of increasing parasite load was accompanied by decreased investment in reproduction in adult males, indicating that the parasites really had a negative effect on some aspect of host fitness. These results highlight that it is often necessary to consider several different aspects of host health and fitness to get a true picture of the nature of host--parasite interactions.

Hayward et al. [@pbio.1001989-Hayward1] measured selection on tolerance to intestinal worms in wild sheep. They used longitudinal data and estimated tolerance as the relationship between body condition and parasite load within an individual. The slope of this relationship varied considerably among individuals, demonstrating phenotypic variation in tolerance. Selection analyses showed that individuals with high tolerance had higher lifetime reproductive success than individuals with low tolerance; thus, tolerance was under positive directional selection. Moreover, pedigree-based analyses indicated that there was little heritable genetic variation for tolerance. Instead, most of the variation in tolerance appears to be environmentally induced.

There have been some previous analyses of selection on tolerance to herbivores in plants, but this is the first study of selection on tolerance to pathogens in animals. The pattern with positive directional selection and lack of genetic variation supports basic models of evolution of tolerance [@pbio.1001989-Roy1],[@pbio.1001989-Miller1], although more recent models suggest that other scenarios are also possible [@pbio.1001989-Best2]. Further empirical studies of other systems are now desirable to evaluate the generality of Hayward et al.\'s result. Future studies should also analyse the shape of selection on tolerance in more detail and test not only for directional but also for stabilizing selection, as has been done for resistance [@pbio.1001989-Stjernman1]. Moreover, it would be extremely interesting to analyse selection on tolerance and resistance simultaneously. According to theory, tolerance and resistance should be under correlational selection, that is, natural selection should favour specific combinations of resistance and tolerance (high tolerance and low resistance, or low tolerance and high resistance, or intermediate values of both [@pbio.1001989-Fornoni1]). This is because tolerance and resistance are mutually redundant traits; an individual that is completely resistant cannot gain fitness by increasing its tolerance, and vice versa. Such correlational selection has been demonstrated in plants [@pbio.1001989-Fornoni1], but remains to be investigated in animals.

These three studies shed light on the genetics, physiology, and ecology of tolerance. They also illustrate the different approaches that can be taken to measure tolerance in natural populations. The critical issue is how to estimate the relationship between fitness or health and parasite load for a given host type (the reaction norm; [Box 1](#pbio-1001989-box001){ref-type="sec"}). Regoes et al. [@pbio.1001989-Regoes1] measured tolerance of a given HLA-B genotype by estimating the relationship between disease progression and viral load across individuals of that genotype. This is analogous to previous studies of plants and animals that have estimated reaction norms for different clones or families. Jackson et al. [@pbio.1001989-Jackson1] used the same approach, except that they estimated reaction norms for different age classes instead of genotypes. In contrast, Hayward et al. [@pbio.1001989-Hayward1] estimated reaction norms for each individual sheep by using longitudinal data. Longitudinal data is often hard to obtain, but when possible, the individual approach has several advantages. Besides that it facilitates studies of selection (as demonstrated by Hayward et al.), it would also make it easier to investigate the genetic basis of tolerance, for example through genome-wide association studies (GWAS). Clearly, different operational definitions of tolerance are useful in different systems. The crucial thing is that tolerance is defined so that it is not confounded with other host and parasite factors affecting virulence ([Box 1](#pbio-1001989-box001){ref-type="sec"}). The present studies show that it is possible to achieve this in natural populations, something that opens up for further exciting studies on this topic.
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